
Assignment: Character Education Videos 

Overall Expectations Covered

Language

ORAL COMMUNICATION
-use speaking skills and strategies appropriately to communicate with different audiences for a 
variety of purposes
-reflect on and identify their strengths as listeners and speakers, areas for improvement, and the 
strategies they found most helpful in oral communication situations.

READING
-read and demonstrate an understanding of a variety of literary, graphic, and informational texts, 
using a range of strategies to construct meaning
-use knowledge of words and cueing systems to read fluently
-reflect on and identify their strengths as readers, areas for improvement, and the strategies 
they found most helpful before, during, and after reading

WRITING
-generate, gather, and organize ideas and information to write for an intended purpose and 
audience
-draft and revise their writing, using a variety of informational, literary, and graphic forms and 
stylistic elements appropriate for the purpose and audience
-use editing, proofreading, and publishing skills and strategies, and knowledge of language 
conventions, to correct errors, refine expression, and present their work effectively

MEDIA LITERACY
-demonstrate an understanding of a variety of media texts
-identify some media forms and explain how the conventions and techniques associated with 
them are used to create meaning
-create a variety of media texts for different purposes and audiences, using appropriate forms, 
conventions, and techniques
-reflect on and identify their strengths as media interpreters and creators, areas for 
improvement, and the strategies they found most helpful in understanding and creating media 
texts.

Health

HEALTHY LIVING
-demonstrate the ability to apply health knowledge and living skills to make reasoned decisions 
and take appropriate actions relating to their personal health and well- being
-demonstrate the ability to make connections that relate to health and well-being – how their 
choices and behaviours affect both themselves and others, and how factors in the world around 
them affect their own and others’ health and well-being



The Arts

VISUAL ARTS
-Creating and Presenting: apply the creative process (see pages 19–22) to produce art works in 
a variety of traditional two- and three-dimensional forms, as well as multimedia art works, that 
communicate feelings, ideas, and understandings, using elements, principles, and techniques of 
visual arts as well as current media technologies


